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Abstract

Cell elongation in rod-shaped bacteria is mediated by the Rod system, a conserved morpho-

genic complex that spatially controls cell wall assembly by the glycan polymerase RodA and

crosslinking enzyme PBP2. Using Escherichia coli as a model system, we identified a PBP2

variant that promotes Rod system function when essential accessory components of the

machinery are inactivated. This PBP2 variant hyperactivates cell wall synthesis in vivo and

stimulates the activity of RodA-PBP2 complexes in vitro. Cells with the activated synthase

also exhibited enhanced polymerization of the actin-like MreB component of the Rod sys-

tem. Our results define an activation pathway governing Rod system function in which

PBP2 conformation plays a central role in stimulating both glycan polymerization by its part-

ner RodA and the formation of cytoskeletal filaments of MreB to orient cell wall assembly. In

light of these results, previously isolated mutations that activate cytokinesis suggest that an

analogous pathway may also control cell wall synthesis by the division machinery.

Author summary

The cell wall of bacteria determines their shape and protects them from osmotic lysis.

Two enzymatic activities are required for cell wall synthesis: glycan polymerization and

crosslinking. A major new family of glycan polymerases was recently discovered and was

proposed to work in complex with crosslinking enzymes called penicillin-binding pro-

teins (PBPs). How the activities of these enzymes are coordinated to prevent the toxic gen-

eration of uncrosslinked glycans has remained unknown. Our analysis of the cell

elongation system of Escherichia coli has revealed that this coupling is mediated by
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changes in the PBP that activate glycan chain synthesis by the polymerase. Furthermore,

we present genetic evidence that this activation event is mediated by a component of the

elongation machinery with a previously unknown function. Discovery of this activation

pathway provides new mechanistic insight into the cell wall biogenesis process and identi-

fies a new avenue to disrupt it for antibiotic development.

Introduction

Bacterial cells typically surround themselves with a cell wall exoskeleton made of the heteropo-

lymer peptidoglycan (PG). This structure is essential for cell integrity and understanding its

biogenesis is of great practical significance because the pathway is a proven target for many of

our most effective antibiotic therapies [1]. The PG layer is also the major determinant of bacte-

rial cell shape such that studies of PG assembly are also of fundamental importance for deter-

mining the mechanisms responsible for bacterial growth and morphogenesis [2].

PG is composed of long glycan strands with a disaccharide repeating unit of N-acetylmura-

mic acid (MurNAc)-β-1-4-N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) and a pentapeptide stem

attached to the MurNAc sugar [3]. The strands are polymerized by membrane-embedded

PG glycosyltransferase (PGTase) enzymes using the lipid-linked disaccharide-pentapeptide

precursor called lipid II. The polymerized glycans are then crosslinked via the formation of

amide bonds between attached peptides by transpeptidase (TPase) enzymes. Several different

types of synthases with these activities work together to build what ultimately becomes a cell-

shaped polymer matrix that envelops the cytoplasmic membrane and protects it from osmotic

lysis.

To direct PG matrix assembly during cell growth and division, most rod-shaped bacteria

employ two multi-protein synthetic machineries organized by cytoskeletal filaments [2]. The

Rod system (elongasome) utilizes the actin-like MreB protein to promote cell elongation and

maintain cell shape, whereas the cytokinetic ring (divisome) uses the tubulin-like FtsZ protein

to orchestrate cell division and the construction of the daughter cell poles. For many years, the

main PG synthases of these machineries were thought to be the class A penicillin-binding pro-

teins (aPBPs) [2]. These bifunctional synthases possess both PGT and TP activity to make PG,

and until recently, the PGT domain of aPBPs was the only known family of PG polymerases.

This view of PG biogenesis was called into question by the discovery of PG polymerase activity

for the SEDS (shape, elongation, division, and sporulation) family protein RodA of the Rod

system [4].

SEDS family proteins are widely distributed in bacteria [4,5] and are known to form com-

plexes with class B PBPs (bPBPs) [6,7], which are monofunctional TPases only thought to be

capable of PG crosslinking. Thus, SEDS-bPBP complexes have been proposed to represent a

second type of PGT/TP enzymatic system for PG synthesis, with FtsW-PBP3 and RodA-PBP2

functioning as the SEDS-bPBP pairs for the divisome and Rod system, respectively [4,8].

Although it remains possible that the SEDS-bPBP synthases work together with aPBPs in the

same complexes, functional and localization studies suggest otherwise [8]. In both Escherichia
coli and Bacillus subtilis, the aPBPs have been shown to display distinct subcellular localization

dynamics from Rod system components and to be dispensable for the activity of the machinery

[4,8]. It has therefore been proposed that a RodA-PBP2 complex forms the core PG synthase

of the Rod system, an idea supported by recent evolutionary co-variation analysis [9], and the

finding that the aPBPs largely operate outside of the cytoskeletal system during cell elongation

[8]. A similar division of labor between aPBPs and FtsW-PBP3 may also be taking place during
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cytokinesis, but the relative contributions of the two types of synthases to the division process

requires further definition.

The discovery that RodA is a PG polymerase raises many important questions about the

function of the Rod system. Is the polymerase activity of this new synthase regulated, and if so,

how is its activity controlled to maintain a uniform rod shape? Does RodA work with PBP2 as

proposed, and if so, how is the polymerase activity of RodA coordinated with the crosslinking

activity of PBP2? Coupling of these activities is expected to be critical because its disruption by

beta-lactam antibiotics is part of the lethal mechanism of action of these drugs [10]. For exam-

ple, the beta-lactam mecillinam blocks the TP activity of PBP2 while leaving the activity of

RodA unaffected. As a result, RodA generates uncrosslinked glycan strands that are rapidly

degraded, causing a futile cycle of PG synthesis and degradation that is cytotoxic [8,10]. Thus,

during its normal function, the Rod system is likely to possess a fail-safe that prevents RodA

from initiating PG polymerization unless it is engaged with PBP2 to crosslink its product gly-

cans. Finally, aside from MreB, RodA, and PBP2, the Rod system typically includes the addi-

tional proteins MreC, MreD, and RodZ. Despite their broad conservation throughout cell wall

producing bacteria, even in non-rod-shaped organisms lacking MreB [11], the function of

these additional Rod system components remains unclear.

In this report, we describe the discovery of PBP2 variants that suppress the growth and

shape defects of mreC hypomorphs. One of the altered PBP2 variants was shown to hyperacti-

vate cell wall synthesis by the Rod system in vivo and to stimulate the polymerase activity of

RodA-PBP2 complexes in vitro. Furthermore, studies of Rod system localization dynamics in

the mutant cells indicate that the PBP2 variant promotes the formation of active Rod com-

plexes by enhancing MreB filament formation. Overall, our results define an activation path-

way for the cell elongation machinery in which PBP2 plays a central role in both stimulating

PG polymerization by RodA and modulating MreB filament formation to orient new synthesis

[12]. This mode of activation provides a built-in mechanism for coupling cell wall polymeriza-

tion and crosslinking to prevent the toxic accumulation of uncrosslinked glycans. Moreover,

the phenotypes of previously described cell division mutants [13–15] and our recent biochemi-

cal studies of FtsW in complex with its cognate bPBP [16] suggest that this activation pathway

is conserved to control PG synthesis by the divisome.

Results

A strategy to identify mutants with hyperactive Rod systems

In E. coli and other organisms, each protein within the Rod system is required for proper func-

tioning of the complex [11,17–22]. Rod system defects result in a loss of rod shape and cell

death under typical growth conditions, but spherical E. coli Rod- mutants can survive on mini-

mal medium at low temperatures [18]. Thus, mutants inactivated for the Rod system can be

constructed under permissive conditions (minimal medium) and suppressors of these defects

can be isolated by plating the mutants on rich medium (non-permissive conditions) and

selecting for growth. Starting with a ΔrodZ mutant background, this suppressor isolation strat-

egy has been successfully used to investigate how the interaction between RodZ and MreB may

modulate Rod system function [23,24]. We reasoned that similar selections for suppressors of

other Rod system defects might help us understand how the PG synthetic enzymes within the

complex are controlled.

Defects resulting from a missense mutation are expected to be easier for cells to overcome

in a suppressor selection than those due to a deletion allele. We therefore developed a strategy

to rapidly identify missense alleles in Rod system genes that result in a stable yet defective gene

product. In a report that will be published separately, we applied this method to mreC. Several
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defective mreC alleles were identified. The two mutants displaying the most severe defects

encoded MreC proteins with a G156D or an R292H substitution (Fig 1A). When the mreC
(G156D) or mreC(R292H) alleles were constructed at the native mre locus, the resulting cells

had a spherical morphology and failed to grow in rich medium (LB), reminiscent of an mreC
deletion (Fig 1B and 1D). Although stable MreC protein accumulated in these mutants (Fig

1C), the proteins were incapable of promoting Rod system activity. We therefore concluded

that the MreC variants identified were functionally defective and therefore suitable for use in a

suppressor analysis.

Cells harboring the mreC(G156D) or mreC(R292H) alleles were plated on rich medium, the

non-permissive condition for mutants defective for Rod system activity. Suppressors restoring

growth arose at a frequency of 10−5 (S1 Table). Many of these isolates remained spherical, indi-

cating that they had likely acquired mutations that allow spheres to grow on rich medium.

However, additional screening identified several isolates that grew with a long axis, indicating

at least a partial restoration of rod shape. Of these suppressors, two displayed near normal rod

shape and were chosen for further analysis.

Fig 1. Amino acid substitutions in MreC affect protein function but not stability. A. Structure of E. coli MreC, modeled on the L. monocytogenes
MreC structure using Phyre2 [25,26]. The dotted area indicates the C-terminal domain of unknown structure found in the E. coli protein (AA 273–367)

but absent from the L. monocytogenes protein. Locations of the amino acid substitutions affecting function are indicated by the red dots. B. Strains

containing the indicated mreC missense alleles at the native genomic locus [MT4, HC555, PR5, PR30] were grown overnight in M9 medium

supplemented with 0.2% casamino acids and 0.2% glucose (M9 CAA glu), diluted to OD600 = 0.05 in the same medium, and grown at 30˚C until the

OD600 reached 0.2. The resulting cultures were then either diluted to OD600 = 0.025 in M9 CAA glu, or gently pelleted and resuspended in LB to an

OD600 = 0.025. Cells were grown at 30˚C to an OD600 of 0.2. At this time, cells were fixed, immobilized, and imaged using phase-contrast microscopy.

Scale bar, 5 μm. C. Immunoblot detecting MreC and the loading control RpoA. Each lane was loaded with 5 μg of total protein from whole-cell extracts

prepared from cultures of the above strains grown in M9 CAA glu (OD600 ~ 0.3). D. Growth curves of the above strains grown in either M9 CAA glu or

LB at 30˚C. Prior to beginning the growth measurements, cells were grown to OD600 = 0.2 in M9 CAA glu at 30˚C, then either diluted to OD600 = 0.025

in M9 CAA glu, or gently pelleted and resuspended in LB to an OD600 = 0.025.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007726.g001
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Amino acid substitutions in PBP2 suppress MreC defects

Whole-genome sequencing was used to map the location of the mreC suppressors. Both iso-

lates harbored mutations in the pbpA (mrdA) gene encoding PBP2, the PG crosslinking

enzyme of the Rod system. Although the pbpA(T52A) allele was originally found to suppress

mreC(G156D) and the pbpA(L61R) allele was first isolated as a suppressor of mreC(R292H),
neither suppressor was allele specific. Both were capable of suppressing the shape and viability

defects of either mreC allele when the mutants were reconstructed in an otherwise normal

parental strain background (Fig 2A and 2B). However, pbpA(L61R) was more robust at restor-

ing normal rod shape than the pbpA(T52A) allele.

The changes in the altered PBP2 derivatives map to the membrane proximal region of the

protein often referred to as the pedestal or non-penicillin-binding domain (Fig 2C). In the

solved structures of bPBPs [28–30], this region consists of two interacting subdomains con-

nected by a third subdomain forming a hinge that sits just underneath the catalytic TP domain.

In a recently solved structure of an MreC-PBP2 complex from Helicobacter pylori, MreC inter-

acts with the pedestal domain of PBP2 and in doing so causes its two interacting subdomains

Fig 2. Substitutions in PBP2 suppress the growth and shape phenotypes of Rod system mutants. A. Strains containing the indicated point

mutations at the native genomic locus [PR164, PR165, PR166, PR127, PR128, PR129, PR131, PR124, PR125] were grown overnight in M9 CAA glu,

diluted to OD600 = 0.05 in the same medium, and grown to exponential phase (OD600 = 0.2). Cells were gently pelleted, resuspended, and diluted in LB

(OD600 = 0.025), then grown until the OD600 reached 0.2. At this time, cells were fixed, immobilized, and imaged using phase-contrast microscopy. All

growth was at 30˚C. Scale bar, 5 μm. B. Overnight cultures of the above strains were serially diluted and spotted on either M9 CAA glu agar (Rod non-

essential) or LB agar (Rod essential). Plates were incubated at 30˚C for either 40 h (M9) or 16 h (LB) prior to being photographed. C. Shown are E. coli
PBP2 and PBP2-MreC structures modeled from PDB-5LP4 and PDB-5LP5 [27] using Phyre 2 [26]. PBP2 is orange with residue L61 in turquoise. MreC

is gray with residue G156 in red. Structural information is lacking for the juxta-membrane region of PBP2 containing residue T52, and for the C-

terminal domain of MreC containing residue R292 D. Strains containing the indicated mutations were grown and spotted as in (B) [Top to bottom:

PR132, PR136, PR137, PR78, PR129, PR140, PR149]. E. The above strains were grown and prepared for phase-contrast microscopy as described in (A).

Scale bar, 5 μm.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007726.g002
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to swing open [27] (Fig 2C). The alterations in PBP2 that suppress the MreC defects are not

predicted to be at locations directly involved in the PBP2-MreC interface. Moreover, PBP2

derivatives with changes in the same region, PBP2(Q51L) and PBP2(T52N), were previously

shown to suppress a Rod system defect caused by a ΔrodZ mutation [24]. We therefore hypoth-

esized that the conformational change in PBP2 induced by MreC may be part of a mechanism

controlling PG synthesis by the core enzymatic components of the Rod system. We further

reasoned that the PBP2 variants we identified might spontaneously achieve an activated con-

formation that stimulates PG polymerization and crosslinking such that they bypass the nor-

mal requirement for MreC and other components of the Rod machinery that may have

regulatory functions.

To begin testing our hypothesis, we assessed whether the strongest suppressor of mreC mis-

sense mutations, PBP2(L61R), could also suppress the shape and viability defects of mutants

deleted for Rod system genes. This variant suppressed the growth defect of ΔrodZ cells and

partially restored their shape as expected based on its similarity to previously isolated ΔrodZ
suppressors [24] (Fig 2E). PBP2(L61R) also had the additional ability to suppress the growth

defect of a ΔmreCD mutant and a ΔmreCD ΔrodZ triple mutant (Fig 2D and 2E). Although

rod shape was not fully restored in these cells, they displayed a long axis indicative of at least

partial restoration of Rod system function (Fig 2E). Notably, this PBP2 variant was incapable

of suppressing the shape or viability defects of a ΔmreBCD mutation, even when the mreCD
genes were expressed in trans (Fig 2D, S1 Fig), indicating that the actin-like MreB protein

remains essential for Rod system function in cells producing this altered PBP. These results are

consistent with PBP2(L61R) adopting an activated conformation that mimics that induced

upon assembly of the complete Rod system. Furthermore, the observation that partial rod

shape can be restored with just MreB, RodA, and a PBP2 variant suggests that these three pro-

teins form the minimal and essential core of the system in cells that require MreB for rod

shape.

PBP2(L61R) activates cell wall synthesis by the Rod system

To determine whether the L61R variant of PBP2 generally promotes Rod system activity, the

pbpA(L61R) allele was engineered into E. coli cells with an otherwise normal complement of

Rod system components. The growth rate of these cells was indistinguishable from that of wild

type in both rich and minimal medium (S2 Table). However, the PBP2(L61R) cells were ~20%

longer and ~10% thinner than cells with PBP2(WT) (S2 Table), providing an early indication

that the Rod system may be activated by the altered PBP2 [31]. To monitor Rod system activity

more directly, we followed cell wall synthesis in cells radiolabeled with [3H]-meso-diaminopi-

melic acid (mDAP), an amino acid unique to the PG stem peptide. For these studies, we used a

previously described genetic background in which the divisome can be inactivated by an

inducible copy of the FtsZ antagonist SulA and aPBP activity can be inhibited by the thiol-

reactive reagent (2-sulfanatoethyl)methanethiosulfonate (MTSES) [8]. Thus, when SulA is pro-

duced and MTSES is added, radiolabel incorporation is mediated principally by the Rod sys-

tem and thus reflects its activity (Fig 3A).

Following divisome inhibition, PBP2(L61R) cells synthesized PG at approximately twice

the rate of wild-type cells (197 ± 10 nCi vs. 111 ± 2 nCi over ten minutes, p< 0.0001, Fig 3B).

This increased synthesis activity was retained upon MTSES inhibition of the aPBPs, indicating

that it indeed reflected elevated PG incorporation by the Rod system (127 ± 1 nCi vs.

37.1 ± 0.3 nCi over 10 minutes, p< 0.0001, Fig 3B). The increase radiolabel incorporation into

PG was also accompanied by a corresponding decrease in the labeled pool of the precursor

UDP-MurNAc-pentapeptide, indicating that flux through the PG synthesis pathway is likely
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Fig 3. Cells expressing PBP2(L61R) or RodA(A234T) synthesize more peptidoglycan than wild type. A. Schematic of treatments used to inhibit

specific PG synthesis systems during labeling experiments. In the labeling strains all aPBPs have been deleted (ΔmtgA ΔmrcA ΔpbpC) except for PBP1b,

in which a cysteine mutation residue has been engineered near the active site (mrcB(S247C)), rendering it sensitive to MTSES. Labeling strains also

contain mutations to block peptidoglycan recycling (ΔampD) or mDAP conversion to lysine (ΔlysA), and a chromosomal-integrated expression

construct to produce the FtsZ inhibitor SulA under inducible control (attHKHC859). B. Labeling strains producing PBP2(WT) or PBP2(L61R) from

the native genomic locus [PR116(attHKHC859) and PR117(attHKHC859)] were pre-treated with 1.5 mM IPTG to induce SulA production and 1 mM

MTSES, as indicated. Strains were then pulse-labeled with [3H]-mDAP, and peptidoglycan precursors (UDP-MurNAc-pentapeptide) and synthesis

were measured. Results are the average of three independent experiments. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. C. The same

experiments and analysis as in (B) were performed using labeling strains producing RodA(WT) or RodA(A234T) from the native genomic locus

[PR146(attHKHC859) and PR147(attHKHC859)]. D. Schematic illustrating the mechanism of turnover-product production upon beta-lactam

treatment. E. Labeling strains producing PBP2(WT) or PBP2(L61R) from the native genomic locus [PR116(attHKHC859) and PR117(attHKHC859)]

were pre-treated with 1.5 mM IPTG to induce SulA production. The indicated samples were also pre-treated with 10 μg/mL mecillinam. Strains were

then pulse-labeled with [3H]-mDAP, and peptidoglycan synthesis and turnover products (anhydroMurNAC-tripeptide and -pentapeptide) were

measured. Results are the average of four independent experiments. Note that a different stock of [3H]-mDAP was used for these experiments than in

other panels such that total labeling observed was lower. F. The same experiments and analysis as in (E) were performed using labeling strains encoding

RodA(WT) or RodA(A234T) at the native genomic locus [PR146(attHKHC859) and PR147(attHKHC859)]. Results are the average of three

independent experiments.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007726.g003
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increased in the PBP2(L61R) cells (Fig 3B, right). Immunoblot analysis and labeling with the

fluorescent penicillin derivative Bocillin failed to detect any changes in MreB or PBP2 levels in

cells harboring the altered PBP2 protein (S2 Fig). We therefore conclude that PBP2(L61R) is

most likely activating PG synthesis by stimulating the activity of the Rod system.

Rod system activation involves the stimulation of PG polymerization by

RodA

In addition to changes in PBP2, RodA variants RodA(A234T) and RodA(T249P) were also

previously identified as suppressors of a ΔrodZ mutation [24]. The rodA(A234T) mutant was

reconstructed at its native locus and this suppression activity was confirmed. The change in

RodA was also found to be capable of suppressing the growth and shape defects of mreC
(G156D) and mreC(R292H) mutants (Fig 4A and 4B). However, RodA(A234T) could not com-

pensate for the deletion of Rod system genes other than rodZ, indicating that it is not as potent

of a suppressor as PBP2(L61R) (Fig 4C and 4D). Nevertheless, the suppression results sug-

gested that RodA(A234T) is also capable of activating PG synthesis by the Rod system. We

therefore monitored PG synthesis in rodA(A234T) mutant cells and found that Rod system

activity was indeed enhanced relative to wild-type (167 ± 3 nCi vs. 108 ± 6 over ten minutes,

p = 0.001, Fig 3C). In line with the relative suppression power of the variants, the observed PG

Fig 4. RodA(A234T) suppresses mreC missense mutants and ΔrodZ but not ΔmreCD. A. Strains containing the indicated missense mutations at

the native genomic locus [PR158, PR159, PR160, PR161, PR162, PR163] were grown and imaged as in Fig 2A. B. Overnight cultures of the above

strains were serially diluted and spotted on either M9 CAA glu agar (Rod non-essential) or LB agar (Rod essential). Plates were incubated at 30˚C

for either 40 h (M9) or 16 h (LB) before imaging. C. Overnight cultures of the indicated strains [PR150, PR152, PR153, PR154, PR151, PR155,

PR156, PR157] were serially diluted and spotted as in Fig 3B. D. The indicated strains were grown, fixed, and imaged as described in Fig 2A.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007726.g004
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synthesis activation by RodA(A234T) was not as great as that observed in cells producing

PBP2(L61R).

Based on the ability of RodA and PBP2 variants to stimulate PG synthesis by the Rod system

we hypothesized that activation in both cases may ultimately result from the enhancement of

PG polymerization by RodA. To test this possibility more directly, we used a modified radiola-

beling assay in which the beta-lactam mecillinam was included. Mecillinam specifically blocks

the TP activity of PBP2 but allows continued glycan polymerization by RodA [8]. We previ-

ously showed that the uncrosslinked glycans produced in mecillinam-treated cells are rapidly

degraded by the lytic transglycosylase Slt to form soluble turnover products (anhydromuro-

peptides) [10]. Thus, in radiolabeled cells simultaneously inhibited for cell division and treated

with mecillinam, the level of labeled turnover products produced provides a measure of RodA

polymerization activity (Fig 3D). Using this assay, we found that both RodA(A234T) and

PBP2(L61R) resulted in elevated PG turnover in mecillinam treated cells (Fig 3E and 3F). Sim-

ilar assays were performed to monitor the effects of Rod system variants on aPBP activity

using the beta-lactam cefsulodin. This antibiotic specifically inhibits the transpeptidase activity

of aPBPs such that PG turnover in cefsulodin-treated cells provides a measure of aPBP PG

polymerase activity [8,10]. Cefsulodin-induced PG turnover was found to be reduced in both

RodA(A234T) and PBP2(L61R) containing cells (S3 Fig), indicating a reduction of aPBP poly-

merase activity. This reduction in activity most likely reflects an increased competition for pre-

cursors between aPBPs and the activated Rod system. Based on the radiolabeling results we

conclude that the RodA(A234T) and PBP2(L61R) variants enhance Rod system function by

promoting PG polymerization by RodA.

PBP2(L61R) activates PG polymerization by RodA in purified

RodA-PBP2 complexes

The in vivo labeling results suggest the attractive possibility that changes in PBP2 structure,

either through its interaction with MreC or the L61R substitution, can be communicated to

RodA to activate PG polymerization. We therefore wanted to test this potential RodA activa-

tion mechanism in vitro using purified RodA-PBP2 complexes. To simplify purification of the

complexes, we generated a RodA-PBP2 fusion protein with the two components connected by

a linker (GGGSx3). A similar SEDS-bPBP fusion had been shown to be functional for Bacillus
subtilis sporulation [7]. Our construct was also active in vivo as it largely restored rod shape to

ΔpbpA-rodA cells (S4 Fig). We therefore proceeded to purify a FLAG-tagged version of the

wild-type fusion and fusions harboring either PBP2(L61R) or RodA(A234T). The fusions were

produced in an E. coli expression strain lacking three of its four aPBP-type PG polymerases

(PBP1b, PBP1c, and MtgA) to limit the potential for contaminating polymerase activity in the

purified preparations. The resulting preparations were>90% pure with some observable lower

molecular weight material (Fig 5A). Most of this material is derived from cleavage of the fusion

within the linker, as the ~70 kDa band corresponds to the molecular weight of PBP2 and can

be labeled with bocillin, while the ~40 kDa band corresponds to the molecular weight of FLA-

G-RodA and binds to an anti-FLAG antibody (S5 Fig).

We first compared the polymerase activity of RodA-PBP2(WT) with RodA-PBP2(L61R)

and RodA(A234T)-PBP2. Purified lipid II substrate from E. coli was added to the fusions and

the reactions terminated at various time points following initiation. The resulting products

were then subjected to enzymatic labeling with biotin-D-lysine, separated using SDS-PAGE,

transferred to a PVDF membrane, and detected with streptavidin conjugated to an infrared

dye [32]. Mecillinam was included in the reactions to prevent glycan crosslinking by PBP2 so

that polymer length could be determined without complications from crosslinking by PBP2.
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All fusions promoted the production of glycan polymers that increased in abundance and

apparent length over time (Fig 5B and 5C). However, the RodA-PBP2(L61R) generated prod-

uct more rapidly than RodA-PBP2(WT) and produced products that were longer (Fig 5B and

5C). The length and amount of PG produced by RodA(A234T)-PBP2 was not statistically dif-

ferent than the wild-type fusion (Fig 5B and 5C). Notably, the polymerase activity of all fusions

was insensitive to moenomycin, an inhibitor that blocks aPBP-type PGT activity (S6 Fig).

Also, the polymerase activity of fusions with PBP2(WT) and PBP2(L61R) was completely

blocked by a D262A substitution in RodA (S6 Fig). An equivalent change was previously

shown to inactivate the polymerase activity of B. subtilis RodA [4]. Therefore, the polymerase

activity observed for the fusions is unlikely to be due to contaminating PBP1a, the only aPBP-

type polymerase produced in the expression strain. We conclude that SEDS-bPBP complexes

indeed form a functional PG synthase as proposed previously [4,8], and that changes in the

bPBP can be communicated to the SEDS protein to stimulate its PG polymerase activity.

PBP2(L61R) increases the number of functional Rod complexes per cell

Fluorescent protein fusions to MreB and other Rod system components in E. coli and B. subti-
lis form multiple dynamic foci dispersed throughout the cell cylinder. These foci have been

observed to rotate in a processive manner around the long axis of the cell [8,33–35], and this

motion is blocked by inhibitors of PG synthesis. Thus, the dynamic behavior of MreB and

other Rod components is thought to be driven by the deposition of new PG material into the

matrix with the speed of rotational movement reflecting the synthetic activity of the Rod

complex.

To further understand the mechanism of Rod system activation by the PBP2(L61R) variant,

we monitored its effect on the localization dynamics of MreB and PBP2 using total internal

reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. An MreB sandwich fusion with mNeonGreen

(SWMreB-mNeon) and an N-terminal monomeric superfolder-GFP fusion to PBP2

(msfGFP-PBP2) were used for the imaging. Both fusions were previously shown to be

Fig 5. PBP2(L61R) stimulates glycosyltransferase activity of RodA. A. Purified FLAG-RodA-PBP2 and mutant derivatives were subjected to

SDS-PAGE and stained using Coomassie Blue. The molecular weight of the fusion proteins is approximately 114 kDa. B. Blot detecting the

peptidoglycan product produced by the RodA-PBP2 fusion constructs incubated with extracted E. coli Lipid II for the indicated length of time. The

product was detected by biotin-D-lysine (BDL) labeling with S. aureus PBP4. Note that labeled PBP4 protein appears as a band in the middle of the blot.

C. The accumulation of long PG fragments and depletion of lipid II during three independent replicates of glycosyltransferase time-courses were

quantified using densitometry. Error bars represent standard deviation.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007726.g005
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functional [8]. SWMreB-mNeon foci displayed processive rotational movement in cells pro-

ducing PBP2(WT) or PBP2(L61R) (S1 and S2 Movies). The speed of rotational movement was

unchanged by the PBP2(L61R) variant (Fig 6A and 6C). Similarly, msfGFP-PBP2(WT) and

msfGFP-PBP2(L61R) formed foci that moved around the cell long axis with almost identical

velocities (S3 and S4 Movies, Fig 6B and 6C). Although the speed of particle motion was

unchanged by the PBP2(L61R) variant in each case, the number of moving particles per cell

appeared to increase in cells producing the altered PBP2. We therefore quantified the number

of particle tracks per unit of cell surface area for each imaging experiment. Indeed, more direc-

tionally moving SWMreB-mNeon foci were observed per cell area in the PBP2(L61R) produc-

ing cells versus those with PBP2(WT) (Fig 6D). Likewise, cells expressing msfGFP-PBP2

(L61R) possessed a greater number of directionally moving foci than those producing

msfGFP-PBP2(WT) (Fig 6E). These results suggest that PBP2(L61R) not only stimulates RodA

polymerase activity, but also promotes the assembly of more active Rod complexes per cell.

One possible way in which the PBP2(L61R) variant could increase the number of active

Rod complexes per cell is via enhancing the recruitment of MreB filaments to the membrane.

To investigate this possibility, we measured the total SWMreB-mNeon fluorescence per cell by

widefield illumination and the fluorescence at the cell surface using TIRF illumination. We

then calculated the TIRF/widefield ratio for each cell as a measure of MreB membrane recruit-

ment. To ensure equivalent illumination of cells producing PBP2(WT) or PBP2(L61R), we

introduced a cytoplasmic mCherry marker into one of the strains, mixed them, and performed

the TIRF and widefield measurements on both strains simultaneously. Strain identity was then

determined by the presence or absence of the mCherry marker (S7 Fig). Two sets of measure-

ments were made, one with the marked strain being PBP2(WT) and the other with the PBP2

(L61R) strain being marked. The analysis revealed no significant change in the TIRF/widefield

ratio of SWMreB-mNeon fluorescence between cells with either PBP2(WT) or PBP2(L61R)

(Fig 6F), indicating that the total amount of MreB recruited to the membrane is not altered by

PBP2(L61R).

The observation that the PBP2(L61R) variant increases the number of directionally moving
SWMreB-mNeon foci per cell without increasing the total amount of MreB at the membrane

suggested that the altered synthase may be modulating MreB filament formation. To investi-

gate this possibility, we imaged SWMreB-mNeon using structured-illumination microscopy

combined with TIRF illumination (SIM-TIRF). With this super-resolution method, clear fila-

ments of SWMreB-mNeon were visible that displayed a dynamic circumferential motion like

the foci observed at lower resolution (Fig 6G, S5 Movie). Analysis of still images of cells with

PBP2(WT) or PBP2(L61R) allowed us to measure the relative length of the fluorescent MreB

filaments. Strikingly, the filaments observed in PBP2(L61R) cells were on average significantly

shorter than those found in cells producing PBP2(WT) (Fig 6H). This observation suggests

that changes in PBP2 affect MreB polymer formation and/or dynamics. Accordingly, similar

to previously isolated PBP2 and RodA variants, cells producing PBP2(L61R) are resistant to

the MreB antagonist A22 (Fig 6I), indicating that MreB polymers are more stable in these cells

in addition to being altered in length. Overall, the cytological results are consistent with a

model in which the activation status of the core PG synthase of the Rod system is communi-

cated to MreB to modulate filament formation so that PG synthesis promoted by the activated

enzymes is properly oriented.

Discussion

Cell shape determination in bacteria requires control of when and where new PG is made and

incorporated into the existing matrix. It has been clear for some time that this spatiotemporal
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Fig 6. Rod system dynamics in PBP2(L61R) cells. A. Histograms of velocity measurements determined for individual traces of SWMreB-

mNeon (attλHC897) in wild-type (22±6 nm/s, n = 1467; black) and PBP2(L61R) cells [PR78] (25±7 nm/s, n = 949; turquoise). B. Histograms

of velocity measurements determined for individual tracks of msfGFP-PBP2 (attλHC943) (18.9±8.1 nm/s, n = 2692; black) and msfGFP-PBP2

(L61R) (attλPR128) (17.8±7.5 nm/s, n = 3440; turquoise) in ΔpbpA cells. Bin size, 5 nm/s. C. Kymographs of individual SWMreB-mNeon

(attλHC897) tracks in wild-type (i) and PBP2(L61R) (ii) cells are displayed atop kymographs of individual msfGFP-PBP2 (attλHC943, i) or

msfGFP-PBP2(L61R) (attλPR128, ii) tracks in ΔpbpA cells. Scale bar, 250nm. D. Violin plots for the number of SWMreB-mNeon tracks

measured per cell area (um2) in wild-type (2.8±1.58, n = 609; black) and PBP2(L61R) cells (3.85±2.14, n = 300; turquoise) at 37˚C. p<1e-10,

Mann-Whitney U. The distribution of values along the x-axis capture the frequency of measurements along the y-axis. Lines designate quartiles

with the dotted line indicating the mean value. Outliers are highlighted in red. E. Violin plots for the number of msfGFP-PBP2 (1.16±0.84,

n = 581; black) and msfGFP-PBP2 (1.92±1.19, n = 517; turquoise) tracks measured per cell area (um2) in ΔpbpA cells at 30˚C. As expected [36]

there are less directionally moving rod complexes at lower temperatures. p<1e-29, Mann-Whitney U. F. Violin plots illustrating the

distribution of normalized fluorescence measurements for SWMreB-mNeon (attλHC897) expressed in wild-type (0.83±0.36, n = 397) and PBP2

(L61R) cells (0.85±0.31, n = 321). The fluorescence intensity acquired under TIRF illumination for individual cells was integrated and divided

by similar measurements taken under widefield illumination, providing an approximation for the relative abundance of surface-associated
SWMreB-mNeon. G. Representative SIM-TIRF micrographs of SWMreB-mNeon integrated at the native locus in wild-type [JAB593] and PBP2

(L61R) cells [JAB576]. The signal for SWMreB-mNeon is pseudocolored green and overlaid a contrast-adjusted phase-contrast image. Scale bar,

1μm. H. Distributions of SWMreB-mNeon polymer lengths in wild-type [JAB593] (520±190nm, n = 502; black) and PBP2(L62R) cells [JAB576]
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regulation is mediated by multiprotein complexes linked to cytoskeletal filaments [2]. How-

ever, an understanding of how the PG synthase enzymes within these machines are regulated

has been lacking. It has also remained unclear how the polymerization state of the cytoskeletal

filaments might affect the activation status of the synthases or vice versa. Our investigation of

Rod system function suggests that its activity is governed by an activation pathway involving

MreC, a component of the cell elongation machinery with heretofore unknown function, and

the pedestal domain of PBP2 (Fig 7). The results also provide insight into how the synthetic

activities of the PG polymerase and crosslinking enzyme within the complex are coordinated.

Moreover, our results support a model in which activated PG synthesis enzymes influence

MreB polymer formation, suggesting that MreB polymerization is not the only potential con-

trol point in Rod system activation. Finally, based on the similar nature of mutants activated

for Rod system function to those bypassing normal regulation of the division machinery, we

propose that the divisome is likely to be governed by an activation pathway controlling SEDS-

bPBP synthases analogous to the one described here for Rod system regulation.

A potential activation pathway controlling Rod system function

To gain insight into the regulation of the Rod system, we selected for suppressors of mreC mis-

sense mutants. Although the precise nature of the functional defect(s) caused by these muta-

tions remains to be determined, they allowed us to identify two PBP2 variants that activate the

Rod system. This activation both bypasses the need for some Rod system proteins, and hyper-

activates the Rod system in otherwise wild-type cells. Characterization of the suppressor

mutants combined with a recently solved structure of an MreC-PBP2 complex from H. pylori
[27] supports a regulatory role for MreC in Rod system activation.

In the structure of the MreC-PBP2 complex, MreC was found to induce a significant con-

formational change in the membrane-proximal pedestal domain of PBP2, causing two of its

subdomains to hinge open (Fig 2C) [27]. The amino-acid changes in PBP2 that suppress MreC

defects mapped to the same region of the protein, suggesting that they may promote a

(360±130nm, n = 614; turquoise). Bin size, 120nm. p<1e-53, Mann-Whitney U. I. Representative phase-contrast micrographs of wild-type

[MG1655] or PBP2(L61R) [PR78] cells after a 4hr treatment with 2 μg/mL A22, an MreB-inhibitor. The minimum inhibitory concentration

(MIC) of A22 for each cell type is displayed in μg/mL.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007726.g006

Fig 7. Proposed activation pathway governing peptidoglycan synthesis by the Rod System. In the absence of other factors, PBP2 and RodA are

enzymatically inactive (left). In response to signals yet to be determined, MreC associates with PBP2, induced a conformational change, which in turn

activates RodA (center). We propose that this activated complex has a higher affinity for MreB to promote MreB filament formation (right) to orient the

PG produced by the activated synthase. For simplicity, MreD and RodZ are not shown but are also required for proper Rod system function, possibly by

modulating the MreC-PBP2 interaction.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007726.g007
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conformation of PBP2 that mimics that induced by MreC. Biochemical and physiological

results indicate that one of these altered PBP2 proteins, PBP2(L61R), not only suppresses

MreC defects, it also stimulates Rod system activity in vivo and PG synthesis by RodA-PBP2

fusions in vitro. We infer from the combined set of results that the interaction between PBP2

and MreC is probably not just a scaffolding interaction as proposed previously [27], but also

likely serves a regulatory role in Rod system function by shifting the RodA-PBP2 PG synthase

into an activated conformation (Fig 7). Although a direct role for MreC in promoting

RodA-PBP2 synthase activity remains to be tested, such an activation mechanism would

ensure that the PG synthase is only highly active in the context of the assembled Rod complex

thereby providing spatiotemporal control over its function.

In addition to suppressing the Rod system defect caused by missense alleles of mreC, the

PBP2(L61R) variant also promoted viability and partially restored rod-shape to mutants

deleted for mreCD, rodZ, and a triple mreCD rodZ deletion. However, the same PBP2 variant

failed to suppress an mreBCD deletion, indicating that MreB is needed for Rod system function

even when the core enzymes are abnormally activated. This MreB-requirement most likely

reflects the important role of MreB filaments in promoting rod-shape by orienting the motion

of the synthetic enzymes [12]. In this regard, the ability of PBP2(L61R) to promote partial Rod

system function in the triple mreCD rodZ deletion is remarkable because it implies that MreB

can interface directly with the RodA-PBP2 synthase. Thus, a cytoskeletal filament connected

to a PG synthase complex appears to be the minimal functional unit of the Rod system in E.

coli. The other components of the system are likely to be important for stabilizing the connec-

tion between RodA-PBP2 and MreB. However, because MreC, MreD, and RodZ are conserved

along with RodA and PBP2 in ovoid and spherical bacteria lacking MreB, it seems unlikely

that their sole function is to provide bridging interactions between the enzymes and MreB fila-

ments. Instead, this conservation in combination with the suppression results with PBP2

(L61R) suggests that like MreC, MreD and RodZ are probably also involved in promoting the

activation of PG synthesis by RodA-PBP2, either directly or through an effect on the

MreC-PBP2 interaction.

MreB polymerization is modulated by the activation status of the

RodA-PBP2 synthase

PBP2(L61R) cells were found to assemble more circumferentially moving MreB and PBP2 foci

than PBP2(WT) cells. Additionally, super-resolution microscopy revealed that the MreB fila-

ments formed at the membrane were shorter in the cells with the activated PBP2 variant. An

increase in polymer number with a corresponding decrease in length is expected if polymer

formation is stimulated without a change in the monomer supply. PBP2(L61R) was not found

to alter the cellular MreB concentration or the total amount of MreB recruited to the mem-

brane. Thus, the cytological results support a role for RodA-PBP2 activation in enhancing

MreB polymerization, potentially by nucleating the formation of new polymers, either directly

or through effects of the activated synthase on other Rod system components like RodZ [37].

Another connection between RodA-PBP2 activation and MreB polymerization comes from

the observation that PBP2(L61R), and previously isolated PBP2 and RodA variants that are

presumably also activated, confer resistance to the MreB antagonist A22 [24], indicating that

the altered synthetic machinery is likely to be directly or indirectly stabilizing MreB polymers

in addition to promoting their formation. Finally, MreB filament formation at the membrane

has previously been shown to be dependent on the availability of the RodA-PBP2 substrate

lipid II in B. subtilis [38]. Taken together, these observations support a model in which factors

upstream of MreB polymerization are important control points in Rod system assembly and
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activation. Given the regulatory roles for MreC, MreD, and RodZ implied by the genetic

results, an attractive possibility is that the membrane and periplasmic domains of these pro-

teins function as sensors that promote PG synthesis by the Rod system in response to chemical

and/or physical signals from the cell envelope such as PG crosslinking status, membrane cur-

vature, or physical strain [39,40]. In this scenario, MreB filaments would be polymerized at or

recruited to sites where synthesis is activated by the membrane-embedded components. Once

recruited, MreB could then act as a rudder to steer cell wall insertion along the circumferential

axis [12]. It is also possible that the activation process is initiated by MreB polymerization

induced by a different set of stimuli. Importantly, the two possibilities are not mutually exclu-

sive, and it may well be that multiple inputs into the formation of active Rod complexes con-

tribute to the robustness of the system in promoting rod shape. A major challenge moving

forward will be to determine the molecular nature of the signals to which the Rod system is

responding to trigger its synthetic activity.

Coupling of PG polymerization and crosslinking within the Rod system

Complexes between SEDS and bPBPs have been well described for the divisome (FtsW-PBP3)

and sporulation (SpoVE-SpoVD) [6,7]. Therefore, following the discovery of PG polymerase

activity for RodA, it was proposed that RodA-PBP2 and other SEDS-bPBP complexes form a

functional PG synthase with both polymerase and crosslinking activity [4,8]. This possibility is

supported by recent evolutionary coupling analyses and mutational studies indicating that a

RodA-PBP2 complex formed through interactions between RodA and the pedestal domain of

PBP2 is likely to be critical for Rod system function [9]. Here, we found that changes in the

PBP2 pedestal domain can activate PG synthesis by RodA in vivo and stimulate the activity of

RodA-PBP2 fusions in vitro. Together, these observations suggest that the RodA-PBP2 com-

plex not only physically connects the two enzymes, but also serves as a regulatory conduit used

to coordinate their activities. In this case, the genetic, biochemical, and structural data support

a model in which conformational changes in the pedestal domain of PBP2 induced by MreC,

likely in conjunction with other components of the system, are communicated to RodA to

stimulate PG synthesis. This level of communication between the PGT and TP enzymes is

attractive because it would provide a means to prevent RodA from robustly producing glycan

strands without the ability to crosslink them. Otherwise, as revealed by experiments with the

beta-lactam mecillinam, the production of uncrosslinked glycans by RodA when PBP2 is inac-

tive results in a toxic futile cycle of glycan synthesis and degradation [10].

A possible conserved regulatory mechanism governing PG synthesis by

SEDS-bPBP synthases

Based on analogy with RodA-PBP2, FtsW-PBP3 has been proposed to be the core PG synthase

of the divisome [4,8]. Recent biochemical studies from our laboratories indicate that FtsW

indeed possesses PG polymerase activity and that this activity requires the formation of a com-

plex with its cognate bPBP [16]. This finding is consistent with a required coupling between

PG polymerase and crosslinking functions to prevent the formation of toxic uncrosslinked gly-

cans. Genetic evidence in the literature also suggests that the FtsW-PBP3 complex is regulated

by a mechanism analogous to that of RodA-PBP2. Several gain-of-function alleles in the genes

encoding FtsW and PBP3 were previously isolated as suppressors of division inhibitor over-

production in Caulobacter cresentus and E. coli [13–15]. Notably, FtsW(A246T) was one of the

suppressors of division inhibition identified in C. cresentus [15]. This residue change corre-

sponds to A234T in E. coli RodA, the exact change that we and others have found to activate

PG biogenesis by the Rod system and suppresses defects in MreC and RodZ [24]. Moreover,
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the amino acid substitutions in PBP3 that suppress division inhibition in C. cresentus map to

the N-terminal domain not far from where we have found alterations in PBP2 that hyperacti-

vate the Rod system [14]. Thus, the genetic evidence points towards PG biogenesis by the divi-

some being activated by the FtsW and PBP3 variants such that normal regulatory controls

governing the activity of the complex can be bypassed. The similarity of these changes to those

in RodA and PBP2 that activate the Rod system suggest that SEDS-bPBP complexes within

morphogenic machines are likely to be regulated by similar and broadly conserved mecha-

nisms. This activation step therefore represents an attractive target for small molecule inhibi-

tors for use in antibiotic development.

Methods

Media, bacterial strains, and plasmids

All E. coli strains used in the reported experiments are derivatives of MG1655 [41]. Strains

were grown in LB (1% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 0.5% NaCl) or minimal M9 medium [42]

supplemented with 0.2% casamino acids and 0.2% glucose (abbreviated M9 CAA glu). Unless

otherwise indicated, antibiotics were used at 25 (chloramphenicol; Cm), 50 (kanamycin; Kan),

50 (ampicillin; Amp), or 5 (tetracycline; Tet) μg/mL. Growth conditions for microscopy exper-

iments are described in the figure legends. Detailed information about strain and plasmid con-

structions can be found in S1 Text. All strains are listed in S3 Table and all plasmids are listed

in S4 Table.

Selection for suppressors of mreC point mutants

Overnight cultures of PR5 [mreC(R292H)] or PR30 [mreC(G156D)] were grown at 30˚C in M9

CAA glu. Serial dilutions of these cultures were plated on both permissive conditions (M9

CAA glu agar at 30˚C) and conditions that are non-permissive for the growth and survival of

spherical cells (LB or LB supplemented with 1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) at 30˚C or

37˚C) [19]. After 24 hours of incubation, colonies that appeared on the LB (± SDS) plates were

replica streaked on LB agar and LB agar supplemented with 10 μg/mL A22. We reasoned that

suppressor mutants that have restored Rod system function would be sensitive to A22 (A22S),

whereas mutants that had found an alternative means to survive on LB, such as overexpression

of ftsZ, would be resistant to A22 (A22R). All A22S isolates were visually screened to confirm

restoration of rod cell shape using a Nikon Eclipse 50i microscope equipped with a 100x Ph3

DL 1.25 NA lens. We found that the A22S isolates tended to have elongated cell shape consis-

tent with at least a partial restoration of Rod system function. Note that although the pbpA
(L61R) mreC(R292H) double mutant identified in our suppressor selection and screen is A22S,

a pbpA(L61R) mutant in an otherwise Rod+ cell promotes A22R. We infer from this differential

A22 sensitivity that the pbpA(L61R) allele can promote Rod system function when either MreB

or MreC function is disrupted but not when both proteins are disabled.

Overnight liquid cultures of SDSR, A22S, rod-shaped isolates were grown in LB at 30˚C,

and genomic DNA was prepared using a Wizard Genomic DNA Purification Kit (Promega)

and Genomic DNA Clean & Concentrator-10 Kit(Zymo Research). Two different methods

were used for whole genome sequencing of suppressor strains. Some suppressors were pre-

pared for sequencing using a modified Nextera library preparation strategy, as described by

Baym et al. [43]. Other suppressors were prepared for sequencing using the NEBNext Ultra

DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina according to manufacturer’s instructions. DNA concentra-

tions were determined using the Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit and sizes were determined using

a High Sensitivity D1000 screen tape run on an Agilent 4200 TapeStation system. Sequencing

was performed using a MiSeq Reagent Kit v3, with the Miseq System (Illumina). Reads were
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mapped using the CLC Genomics Workbench software (Qiagen). In each suppressor with a

pbpA mutation that was sequenced, the alteration of pbpA was the only genomic change from

the parental strain that was detected.

Immunoblotting

Proteins were run on a 10% polyacrylamide gel and transferred to an activated PVDF mem-

brane. The membrane was briefly rinsed, then blocked with 2% milk (w/v) in Tris-buffered

saline, 0.1% Tween-20 (TBS-T) for 1 hour at room temperature. The membrane was then

transferred to primary antibody solution, containing 0.2% milk (w/v), rabbit anti-MreB [19],

rabbit anti-MreC (1:10,000 dilution), rabbit anti-FLAG (Sigma cat# F7245, 1 μg/mL), and/or

mouse anti-RpoA (BioLegend clone 4RA2, 1:10000 dilution) in TBS-T, and incubated for 16

hours at 4˚C. The membrane was rinsed quickly, then washed three times for ten minutes in

TBS-T. The membrane was transferred to a solution of secondary antibodies (anti-rabbit

800CW and/or anti-mouse 680RD; Li-COR) in 0.1% milk for 1 hour at room temperature.

After four ten-minute washes in TBS-T, the membrane was imaged using either a Li-COR

ODESSEY Clx scanner or a ProteinSimple FluorChem R imager.

Bocillin-binding assays

Bocillin-binding assays on membrane extracts were performed as described previously [8]. For

bocillin binding assays of purified proteins, 8.3 μM of protein and 250 μM Bocillin-FL (Ther-

moFisher cat# B13233) were incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. The protein was

then combined with sample buffer and 10 pmol/lane was run on a 4–20% polyacrylamide gel.

Bocillin gels were imaged using a Typhoon 9500 fluorescence imager (GE Healthcare) with

excitation at 488 nm and emission at 530 nm.

3H-mDAP physiological radiolabeling

Peptidoglycan precursor levels, synthesis, and turnover were determined as described previ-

ously [8,10]. The results were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA, followed by Tukey’s multiple

comparisons test.

Protein expression

His-SUMO-FLAG tagged versions of RodA-GGGSx3-PBP2 wild-type and mutant fusions

(encoded by pSS50, pSS51, pSS52, pSS60, and pSS62) were co-expressed with Ulp1 (encoded

by pAM174) in an E. coli C43 derivative of BL21(DE3) with deletions in ponB, pbpC, mtgA
(strain CAM333) [4]. CAM333/pAM174 cells with the desired pSS plasmid were grown at

37˚C to an OD600 of 0.8 in 1L of Terrific Broth supplemented with 0.1% glucose and 2 mM

MgCl2. IPTG was then added to 1 mM to induce expression of the fusion protein, and arabi-

nose was added to 0.1% to induce expression of Ulp1. After induction overnight at 20˚C, the

cells were harvested by centrifugation. The cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer

(50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM MgCl2, 0.5 M DTT) and lysed by passage

through a cell disruptor (Constant Systems Ltd.) twice at 25,000 psi. Membranes were col-

lected by ultracentrifugation at 100,000g for 1 hour at 4˚C. The membrane pellets were

mechanically resuspended with a Teflon dounce homogenizer and solubilized in buffer con-

taining 20 mM HEPES pH 7.0, 0.5 M NaCl, 20% glycerol, and 1% n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside

(DDM) for 2 hours at 4˚C. Insoluble material was pelleted by ultracentrifugation at 100,000g

for 1 hour at 4˚C. The soluble fraction was removed and supplemented with 2 mM CaCl2 and

applied to homemade M1 anti-FLAG antibody resin. The resin was washed with 25 mL of
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wash buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.0, 0.5 M NaCl, 20% glycerol, 2 mM CaCl2, 0.1% DDM). The

FLAG-tagged constructs were eluted from the resin in 1 mL fractions with buffer containing

20 mM HEPES pH 7.0, 0.5 M NaCl, 20% glycerol, 0.1% DDM, 5 mM EDTA pH 8.0, and 0.2

mg/mL 3X FLAG peptide (Sigma). The purity of the sample was assessed by SDS-PAGE. The

final yield for each of the different fusion constructs was approximately 1 mg per 1 L of

culture.

A His-SUMO tagged version of the soluble domain of MreC (amino acids 45–367) was

purified and used for antibody production. Lemo21(λDE3)/pPR57 cells were grown in LB sup-

plemented with ampicillin and 25 g/mL chloramphenicol and grown at 37˚C until the OD600

reached 0.4. Cells were then induced with 1 mM IPTG and grown for an additional 2 hours.

Cells were pelleted and resuspended in buffer A (20 mM Tris-HCl (pH = 8.0), 300 mM NaCl,

0.5 mM DTT, 20% glycerol) containing 30 mM imidazole. cells were disrupted by passing

them through a French pressure cell twice at 15,000 psi. Cell debris and membranes were pel-

leted by centrifugation at 100,000 x g for 30 minutes at 4˚C. The resulting extract was mixed

with pre-equilibrated QIAGEN Ni-NTA agarose beads, then transferred to a column. The col-

umn was washed sequentially with buffer A containing 30 mM, 50 mM, and 100 mM imidaz-

ole, then eluted in buffer A containing 300 mM imidazole. The eluate was digested with His-

Ulp1 to cleave the His-SUMO tag, dialyzed in buffer A, then run through the Ni-NTA column

to obtain pure, untagged MreC. Purified protein was sent to Covance Inc. for the production

of rabbit polyclonal antibodies.

Peptidoglycan glycosyltransferase activity assay

Purified proteins were concentrated to 10 μM using a 100 kDa MWCO Amicon Ultra Centrif-

ugal Filter (Millipore). Extraction of E. coli Lipid II was performed as described previously

[32]. Peptidoglycan glycosyltransferase activity was assayed as previously described [44].

Briefly, Lipid II dissolved in DMSO (μM) was incubated with each purified protein (1 μM)

with 1X reaction buffer in a total volume of 10 μL for 20 minutes at room temperature, unless

otherwise indicated. The reaction buffer contains 50 mM HEPES pH 7.0, 20 mM MgCl2,

20 mM CaCl2, 200 μM mecillinam, and 20% DMSO. Moenomycin dissolved in DMSO was

used at a final concentration of 3 μM. Reactions were quenched by incubation at 95˚C for 2

minutes. Biotinylation of the peptidoglycan product was subsequently performed by addition

of 2 μL of 20 mM Biotin D-Lysine (BDL) and 1 μL of 50 μM S. aureus PBP4 (Kahne lab) and

incubation at room temperature for 1 hour. The reaction was quenched with 13 μL of 2X SDS-

loading buffer. 5 μL of the final reaction was loaded onto a 4–20% polyacrylamide gel and was

run at 180V for 35 minutes. The peptidoglycan product was transferred onto an Immune-Blot

PVDF membrane (BioRad). The Lipid II product, labeled with BDL, was detected by incuba-

tion with streptavidin-IRdye (Li-COR, 1:10,000 dilution).

To quantify blots of biotinylated products from glycosyltransferase assays, lane profiles

were plotted using the Fiji gel analyzer tool [45]. Fragments larger than 48 kDa (the molecular

weight of PBP4) were defined as long PG fragments. Fragments smaller than 48 kDa but larger

than lipid II were defined as short PG fragments. The signal intensity from long PG fragments,

short PG fragments, and lipid II were quantified and normalized to the total signal intensity in

the lane. Results were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA, followed by Dunnett’s multiple

comparisons test.

Image acquisition and analysis

Growth conditions prior to phase-contrast microscopy are described in the figure legends.

Where indicated, cells were fixed in 2.6% formaldehyde with 0.04% glutaraldehyde at room
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temperature for 1 h, followed by storage at 4˚C for up to 3 days. Prior to imaging, cells were

immobilized on 2% agarose pads containing the appropriate growth medium, and covered

with #1.5 coverslips [46].

Phase-contrast microscopy was performed on a Nikon TE2000 microscope equipped with a

100x Plan Apo 1.4 NA objective, 0.90 NA condenser lens, and a CoolSNAP HQ2 monochrome

camera (Photometrics). Images were acquired using software NIS Elements AR 3.2.

Single-molecule tracking of MreB and TIRF:widefield determinations were performed on a

Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope equipped with a 100x Plan Apo 1.45 NA phase contrast objective

and a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash4.0 V2 (C11440-22CU) sCMOS camera. Fluorescence imaging

was performed using a 488 nm excitation laser (Agilent Technologies) and an ET525/50 band-

pass emission filter (Chroma Technology Corp). Image acquisition was performed using the

Nikon Elements acquisition software. The microscope was maintained at 37˚C using an envi-

ronmental control chamber (World Precision Instruments).

All non-TIRF fluorescence imaging, as well as the single-molecule tracking of sfGFP-PBP2

variants were performed on a Nikon TiE instrument equipped with a 100x Plan Achromat

1.49 NA DIC objective, Andor Zyla 4.2 sCMOS camera, Ti-TIRF-EM Motorized Illuminator,

a LUN-F laser launch with single fiber mode (488, 561, 640), Chroma TRF-EM 89901 Quad

band set, Ti stage up kit, and Sutter Emission filter wheel. Environmental conditions were

maintained using an Okolab stage top incubator chamber and a Bioptechs objective heater.

Laser intensity was optimized to minimize phototoxicity. Acquisition software was NIS Ele-

ments 4.30. The purchase of this microscope was funded in part by grant S10 RR027344-01.

Sample preparation for fluorescence microscopy was performed as described previously

[47]. Unless otherwise noted, cells were struck onto LB plates, inoculated in LB and grown

overnight prior to back-dilution (1:500) into M9 minimal media on the day of imaging. Induc-

tion of Plac::
SWmreB-mNeon (from attλHC897) was achieved with 100 μM IPTG throughout

the duration of liquid growth. Imaging of Plac::msfGFP-pbpA (from attHKHC943) and Plac:

msfGFP-pbpA(L61R) (from attHKPR128) required streaking onto M9 plates supplemented

with 15 μM IPTG, followed by similar liquid growth. All conventional TIRF imaging was per-

formed at 1s intervals for 1min duration with continuous illumination.

Analysis of phase-contrast images and widefield fluorescence was performed with Oufti

[48] and MATLAB. Single-molecule tracking data was analyzed with the Fiji plugin TrackMate

as described previously [8]. We discarded single-molecule trajectories if they consisted of< 5

consecutive frames and had a minimum displacement of< 70 nm. The number of tracks per

cell was divided by the cell area determined by Oufti in order to normalize for cell shape differ-

ences. Cell areas were calculated as shown in S8 Fig.

SIM-TIRF image acquisition and analysis

We acquired SIM-TIRF images on the DeltaVision OMX SR (GE Healthcare Life Sciences).

Imaging was performed using a 60x 1.42 NA PSF objective with N = 1.522 immersion oil, and

a 1.3x tube lens to provide additional magnification. Images were captured using a pro.edge

sCMOS camera. The sample was maintained at 37˚C using the built-in Environmental Control

Module. Fluorescence imaging was conducted using a 488 nm excitation laser and a bandpass

emission filter (528±2 nm center wavelength, 48±2 nm bandwidth). Imaging was performed at

37˚C using ~20 ms acquisitions (9 per frame, ~200 ms total) at an interval of 1 s for 1–2 min

duration. Images were acquired using the AcquireSR acquisition software (Applied Precision).

For each frame of a SIM-TIRF time lapse, 9 images were taken (3 phases at 3 angles); these

images were then reconstructed and the resulting time lapse was registered using the SI Recon-

struction and Image Alignment functions in softWoRx (Applied Precision).
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We determined SWMreB-mNeon polymer lengths from SIM-TIRF snapshots by applying

custom MatLab software similar to that previously described for an alternative super-resolu-

tion imaging technique [49]. Briefly, individual filaments deemed by eye to be entirely within

the illumination area were rotated to a central axis and line-scanned (2-pixel width). Length

was defined as the total number of contiguous pixels above local threshold (i.e. background

+ 50%) and reported in nm. Note, however, that the resolution of the imaging method is

unlikely to provide an accurate measure of absolute filament length. Nevertheless, given that

all SIM-TIRF images result from the same fluorescent fusion protein and were imaged under

the same conditions and reconstructed with the same parameters, we believe that these mea-

surements provide a valid comparison of relative filament length between strains. Also note

that the average measured MreB filament filled ~½ of the total cell width in WT cells versus ~

of the total cell width for cells with PBP2(L61R). Thus, a greater percentage of MreB filaments

in WT cells had endpoints extending beyond the cell perimeter relative to cells with PBP2

(L61R). Many long filaments in WT cells were therefore not measured such that our analysis is

likely to have underestimated the length difference for MreB polymers between the two

strains.

TIRF:widefield measurements

Widefield illumination provides a depth-of-field of ~800 nm, approximating the entire fluores-

cent population within a cell. TIRF illumination provides a narrow depth-of-field (~200 nm)

and approximates the membrane-associated population nearest the coverslip-sample interface.

We assessed the relative abundance of the membrane-associated fraction of SWMreB-mNeon

within individual cells by calculating the ratio of the cumulative fluorescence intensity under

TIRF and widefield. However, since TIRF intensity is highly affected by small changes in inci-

dent angle and z-focus, it is difficult to accurately compare separate TIRF:widefield datasets.

Consequently we imaged both samples simultaneously. To differentiate the two strains, we

expressed cytoplasmic mCherry (pAAY71) in either MG1655 attλHC897 or PR78 attλHC897

(S7 Fig). We used data from both imaging pairs for analysis (Fig 6F).

Supporting information

S1 Fig. PBP2(L61R) cannot rescue ΔmreBCD cells expressing mreCD in trans. A. Overnight

cultures of each strain grown in M9 CAA glu [MT4/pMS5, PR136/pMS5, PR139/pMS5] were

diluted to OD600 = 0.05 in M9 CAA + 0.2% maltose + 100 μM IPTG and grown to OD600 =

0.2. Cells were then gently pelleted, resuspended and diluted in LB + 100 μM IPTG, and grown

for three additional doublings (OD600 = 0.025 to OD600 = 0.2). At this point, cells were fixed,

immobilized, and imaged using phase-contrast microscopy. All growth was performed at

30˚C. Note that the mreC deletion is polar on mreD [18]. B. Overnight cultures of the above

strains were serially diluted and spotted on either M9 CAA glu, LB, or LB + 100 μM IPTG.

Plates were incubated at 30˚C for either 40 h (M9) or 16 h (LB).

(TIF)

S2 Fig. MreB and PBP2 levels are unaffected in the pbpA(L61R) mutant. A. Overnight cul-

tures of each strain [PR132, PR78, PR150, PR151, TU230/pTB63] were diluted 1/200 and

grown until the OD600 = 0.3, then labeled with Bocillin. Membrane fractions were isolated,

and 15 μg of total protein was loaded in each lane of a 10% SDS-PAGE gel. Labeled protein

was visualized using a Typhoon florescence scanner. B. Western blot detecting RpoA (red)

and MreB (green). Each lane contains the indicated amount of total protein from exponential-

phase (OD600 = 0.3) whole cell extracts of WT [PR132], pbpA(L61R) [PR78], and ΔmreBCD::
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kan [TU233/pTB63]. C. Western blot detecting RpoA (red) and MreB (green). Each lane con-

tains the indicated amount of total protein from exponential-phase (OD600 = 0.3) whole cell

extracts of WT [PR150], rodA(A234T) [PR151], and ΔmreBCD::kan [TU233/pTB63]. Note

that PR132 is the parental strain of pbpA(L61R), while PR150 is the parental strain of rodA
(A234T). The two strains have slightly different deletion/insertion mutations incorporating a

resistance cassette into the ybeM pseudogene for use as a linked marker for strain construc-

tions.

(TIF)

S3 Fig. Increased PG synthesis in pbpA and rodA mutants is independent of aPBP activity.

A. Labeling strains encoding PBP2(WT) or PBP2(L61R) at the native genomic locus [PR116

(attHKHC859) and PR117(attHKHC859)] were pre-treated with 1.5 mM IPTG to induce SulA

production, and 1 mM MTSES and/or 100 μg/mL cefsulodin, as indicated. Strains were then

pulse-labeled with [3H]-mDAP, and peptidoglycan synthesis and turnover products (anhydro-

MurNAC-tripeptide and -pentapeptide) were measured. Results are the average of three inde-

pendent experiments. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. B. The same

experiments and analysis as in (A) were performed using labeling strains encoding RodA(WT)

or RodA(A234T) at the native genomic locus [PR146(attHKHC859) and PR147

(attHKHC859)].

(TIF)

S4 Fig. The RodA-PBP2 fusion is largely functional. A. Overnight cultures of cells deleted

for the pbpA-rodA locus [HC558] harboring vectors producing the indicated native PBP2 and

RodA proteins or RodA-PBP2 fusions from a Plac regulated plasmid [pRY47, pHC857, pSS43]

were diluted to OD600 = 0.005 in 3 mL of M9 medium supplemented with 0.2% casamino

acids, 0.2% maltose, and 25 μM IPTG. When the OD600 reached 0.1–0.2, cells were fixed,

immobilized and imaged using phase-contrast microscopy. Scale bar, 5 μm. B. Overnight cul-

tures of the above strains were serially diluted and spotted on either M9 agar supplemented

with 0.2% casamino acids and 0.2% maltose, or LB agar containing 50 μM IPTG.

(TIF)

S5 Fig. A minor fraction of the RodA-PBP2 fusions are cleaved. A. Purified FLAG-Ro-

dA-PBP2 and mutant derivatives were run on an SDS polyacrylamide gel and stained with Coo-

massie blue, as in Fig 5A. B. Purified FLAG-RodA-PBP2 and mutant derivatives were stained

with Bocillin-FL, separated by SDS-PAGE, and visualized using a Typhoon fluorescence scan-

ner. C. Anti-FLAG western blot of purified FLAG-RodA-PBP2 and mutant derivatives. Note

that the minor coomassie-stained bands in the purified preparations (panel A) correspond to

Bocillin-labeled and/or FLAG-containing species in panels B and C. Thus, they are likely to rep-

resent minor cleavage products of the fusion as opposed to unrelated contaminants.

(TIF)

S6 Fig. aPBP glycosyltransferase activity is not present in the purified RodA-PBP2 prepa-

rations. Blot detecting the peptidoglycan products produced by the RodA-PBP2 fusion con-

structs from the glycosyltransferase assays using E. coli Lipid II. The product was detected by

biotin-D-lysine labeling with S. aureus PBP4. Glycosyltransferase activity was assessed in the

presence and absence of moenomycin (moe). All reactions were analyzed after 20 min. SgtB, a

moenomycin-sensitive glycosyltransferase purified from S. aureus, was used as a positive con-

trol. The introduction of a point mutation into RodA(D262A) disrupts the production of the

polymerization product.

(TIF)
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S7 Fig. Representative images used for TIRF:widefield measurements. A. Representative

micrographs of a mixed population containing MG1655(attλHC897) and PR78(attλHC897)/

pAAY71(Psyn135:mCherry). Images are presented as phase-contrast and fluorescence images

overlaid with a contrast-adjusted phase-contrast image. Cytoplasmic mCherry (mCh) is

pseudocolored red, while MreB-SWmNeon is pseudocolored green and labeled according to

its illumination setting (TIRF, Widefield = WF). Scale bars, 1μm. B. Same as above, but with

the mixed populations containing PR78(attλHC897) and MG1655(attλHC897)/pAAY71

(Psyn135:mCherry).

(TIF)

S8 Fig. Calculations to determine the illuminated area of WT and PBP2(L61R) cells. A-B.

Cartoons depicting the average cell length A. and width B. of WT (cyan) or PBP2(L61R)

(magenta) cells that were imaged by conventional TIRF microscopy to determine the number

of MreB-SWmNeon tracks cell-1. C. Given an estimated TIRF illumination depth of 200nm, we

used the adjusted length and width dimensions to calculate the illuminated surface area for

WT (3.01 um2) and PBP2(L61R) cells (3.38 um2). The illuminated surface area is displayed as

a fraction of total surface area in parentheses.

(TIF)

S1 Movie. Conventional TIRF microscopy of MreB-SWmNeon in WT cells [MG1655

(attλHC857)].

(AVI)

S2 Movie. Conventional TIRF microscopy of MreB-SWmNeon in PBP2(L61R) cells [PR78

(attλHC857)].

(AVI)

S3 Movie. Conventional TIRF microscopy of msfGFP-PBP2 in WT cells [TU230

(attλHC943)].

(AVI)

S4 Movie. Conventional TIRF microscopy of msfGFP-PBP2(L61R) in WT cells [TU230

(attλPR128)].

(AVI)

S5 Movie. SIM-TIRF microscopy of MreB-SWmNeon in WT cells [JAB593].

(AVI)

S6 Movie. SIM-TIRF microscopy of MreB-SWmNeon in PBP2(L61R) cells [JAB576].

(AVI)

S1 Table. Frequency of suppressor isolation from selections.

(PDF)

S2 Table. Growth rate and dimensions of cells with altered Rod system proteins.

(PDF)

S3 Table. Strains used in this study.

(PDF)

S4 Table. Plasmids used in this study.

(PDF)

S1 Text. Details for plasmid and strain constructions.

(PDF)
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